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Welcome!
Volunteers serve as the foundation of this program, which enables members
of our community to remain in their homes, independent and with dignity.
Over the years, the concept of “home” has evolved to include many apartment
complexes, duplexes, townhouses, condos, etc. Yet our delivery process
remains consistent. Please know that your gift of time adds the “human touch”
to this human service program.
You truly are “treasures for all seasons,” when you consider that we deliver
year around, in all types of weather! The Board members who govern this
program are volunteers, as well, and they value the contributions you make –
which are priceless!
This handbook has been compiled to provide uniform training and distribution
of information for all volunteers, and to serve as a refresher for those who
have intermittent volunteer service with us.
As a new volunteer driver, you may find that you have questions concerning the
people to whom you are taking the meals or specific problems with the route.
Our staff are always available to assist you with any concerns. We encourage all
our volunteers to report any unusual circumstances that they have observed –
since “volunteers are the eyes and ears of Beloit Meals on Wheels”.
Your contribution to this program is invaluable. We hope you derive as much
pleasure out of your delivery, as the clients do from seeing your bright, smiling
faces every day. You are proof positive that people can make a difference. We
thank you for your participation, and hope your experience will be pleasant,
rewarding, and add meaning to your life.

Ellen Wiegand
Executive Director
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Mission Statement
Beloit Meals on Wheels provides daily nutritious meals and information to promote dignity and
independence to the homebound elderly, ill and disabled.

History
Beginning July 12, 1971, the Beloit Meals on Wheels program initiated its history of service to the
homebound elderly, ill and disabled residents of the Greater Beloit area who were unable to
prepare meals for themselves.
The vision for this program began when a handful of community members who felt there was a
need in this community that was not being met. The original coordination of the program involved
the cooperative efforts of volunteers from Our Savior’s Lutheran Church, the Beloit Chapter of
the Red Cross, and the Beloit Visiting Nurse program, who shared the responsibilities for routing,
recruiting, intake assessments, billing, collections and publicity.
Since its inception, the Beloit Meals on Wheels program has offered meal delivery 7 days a week,
365 days a year, including holidays. In fact, in the many years of service, volunteers can take great
pride in the fact that delivery has only been cancelled three times, and all three involved weather
challenges.
Through the years, the program has endured the gas shortages of 1974, and the high cost of fuel.
Frigid temperatures, ice storms and blizzards have threatened deliveries, but volunteers with
4-wheel drive vehicles came to the rescue. In 1990, a “faux” tornado and high winds felled trees
and power lines, leaving many residents without power, but Beloit Meals on Wheels clients still
received warm deliveries!
As the need for meal service increased, the community has stepped up to the plate. In 1998, a
“Corporate Route” was initiated with employee participation from Beloit Corporation, Premiere
Care, M&I Bank (BMO Harris Bank) and Beloit Memorial Hospital. This was a unique addition to the
delivery process where employees delivered during their lunch time.
November of 1999 saw the creation of a dedicated route at Scoville Hall. This is where Beloit Meals
on Wheels volunteers, with the assistance of Scoville residents, delivered to clients within the
apartment complex. That same approach was expanded to Rock Bay Harbor residents in 2005.
Beloit Health System employees use their lunch time to make deliveries.
Today, our volunteers number more than 500 – individuals, families, students, members of various
church affiliations, community service groups, and employees from businesses throughout the
community, all dedicated to delivering good nutrition, a safety check, a friendly smile.
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Your Volunteer Commitment
At Beloit Meals on Wheels we deliver over 500 meals a week and approximately 30,000 meals a
year. If you are unable to uphold your commitment to deliver, no matter what the reason, we must
still find volunteers or a staff person to deliver the meals instead. This raises our costs and lowers
our efficiency and causes our clients to receive their meals late.
±± Your team coordinator can develop a schedule and needs to be adhered to. Please make
reminders for yourself: sticky notes on doors or calendar.
±± Anticipate problems or delays such as long office meetings and appointments. If there is any
chance you cannot make your delivery, please call and cancel your route.
±± Call our volunteer coordinator at 608-362-3683 if you will be late or unable to deliver as
scheduled. We ask for at least 24 hours notice.
±± Please remember that we are depending on you! Give us a call if you foresee any conflicts, but
try to guarantee the delivery of your route – as we do.

Who We Serve
As our mission states, we serve the homebound elderly, ill and disabled in the Greater Beloit area.
Our clients meet the following eligibility:
±± Usually 60 years of age or older (those elderly and frail taking priority)
±± Reside within the Greater Beloit area
±± Homebound and does not drive
±± Unable to cook for themselves or have no one available to do so
±± Have physical or mental impairments which make meal preparation difficult
There are many reasons someone may receive meal service. Poor vision or balance issues may
make it difficult to stand and prepare food. Being on oxygen is hazardous to the cooking process.
Dementia or the need for a specialized diet may make it necessary to receive our service.
Length of service can vary, from short-term following an illness or recovering from surgery, to longterm. Clients have an option to receive 5 or 7 day meal service depending on funding.
Whatever the reason, we ask that volunteers respect the privacy and confidentiality of our clients.
Information regarding the participant, including name, address, pertinent delivery information, and
diagnoses are not to be discussed outside the program.
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Our Program Support
We rely on a variety of sources to fund our program and supplement the cost of meals for our
clients. Client contributions are necessary resources, as are community donations. We receive
United Way Blackhawk Region contributions and federal funding through the Older Americans Act.
All clients who apply for meal service are encouraged to contribute towards the cost of their meals
as they are able but no one is denied meal service due to inability to pay.
We are fortunate to have the support of a generous community through program fund raisers including
our annual appeal, our “March for Meals” campaign, and other fundraising events. Local churches and
civic groups support our program with their generous contributions. We also receive memorial funds to
leave a legacy to this program, designated by clients, former volunteers or their families.

Our Meal Service
Since its inception, our program has offered meal service 7 days a week including holidays. This is
a unique feature of our program is made possible by our dedicated volunteers!
Meals are prepared by Best Events Catering in Janesville. Menus are developed by a licensed
dietician and are required to meet at least 1/3 of the Recommended Dietary Allowance for seniors
as determined by the Food and Nutrition Board of the National Research Council and the National
Academy of Sciences.
Over the years, our capabilities have expanded and we can accommodate those with food
allergies and those on therapeutic diets, including:
±± Low salt
±± Diabetic
±± Low acid
We also offer a variety of textures, ground, and puréed menu items, so those with difficulty chewing
and swallowing can receive appropriate nutrition to remain in their homes.
Meals are packed in dual-layer containers that allow meals to be kept at appropriate temperatures,
yet not burn our volunteers’ or clients’ hands. Containers also provide a visual display of the food
being delivered. Cold components of the meals are packed in paper bags.
Some clients opt for the cold supper meal, which is packaged in a paper bag. Clients requesting
the cold supper will receive two paper bags each day. This will be indicated by the blue print for
the cold meal indicated on the routing sheets.

Instructions for Volunteer Drivers
For scheduling purposes, our week begins with Sunday, as does the calendar. Our first week of the
month begins with the first Sunday of the month, no matter what the date may be. An example is if
January 1st is the first Sunday of the month then the first scheduled week for drivers will be January 1 - 7.
Again, if you are unable to fulfil your scheduled volunteer assignment, please call the office or your
team caller coordinator as soon as possible, so we might secure a substitute. If you can fill-in at
another day/time, feel free to share that with our Volunteer Coordinator.
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The Clipboard
The clipboard is our primary means of communicating with the volunteers. The folder on the
clipboard shows the route designation on the front. Inside it has tags if client’s are not home, a
current menu, further instructions, and the routing sheet(s). If you have some delivery hints, don’t
hesitate to share them with the office staff.

The Routing Sheets Instructions
We have a new routing and volunteer management software. The software has streamlined our
work flow and allowed us to generate daily route sheets showing only the clients receiving meals
on that day. Clients could be in a different delivery order since directions are now determined by
GPS. These sheets are also printed two sided so make sure you flip the page over.
The next two pages highlight some of the changes numbered here:
1. Route sheets will have a new look but still provide the same information as before. (client
contact information and driver's instructions)
2. Clients should get one hot tray and one cold sack. For some clients they will also receive a
second cold sack for dinner. That will be highlighted in blue. Clients can also receive a cold
lunch only so double check the meals section.
3. Volunteers will mark if the meal was “delivered” or “not delivered” on the route sheets.
4. Couples living at the same address will both be listed within the border lines.
5. Route sheets will provide GPS determined turn-by-turn directions to each client’s home. You
may use your cell phone for backup driving instructions.
6. Name of apartment building will be listed under major intersection.
7. Each client stop will be separated by a black border line.
8. On the route summary sheet, each volunteer will provide their signatures {driver & supervisor
(second volunteer)} and indicate delivery times of the first and last stops.
We ask for your continued patience during this transition time.
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1. Client Contact information & Drivers Instructions

Brinkman, Linda
608-207-3601


 




3034 Petunia Lane
Beloit, WI 53511




Delivered: Not Delivered:



2. Client gets one
hot tray and two
cold sacks

Driver Instructions: Tan, brick duplex condo w/brown shutters. Deliver to front door, knock, announce yourself and wait.

Residence directions: •1.26 Total Miles
•Head northwest on S Herbert Dr toward E Baldwin Woods Rd - Northwest 0.03 mi
•Turn left onto E Baldwin Woods Rd - Southwest 0.14 mi
•Turn right onto US-51 / S Riverside Dr - North 0.77 mi
5. New GPS location
•Turn right onto E Hillside Rd - East 0.24 mi
•Road name changes to S Petunia Ln - North 0.08 mi
•Arrive at S Petunia Ln on the left - North 0 mi

coordinates

Special meal requirements: Allergic to strawberries; NO: broccoli, green beans, spinach, asparagus, cauliflower, cottage cheese.
Send only egg or chicken salad sandwich for cold meal.
Pinnow, Al
608-302-5933


Sorensen, Dorothy
608-362-4815


821 E. Holly Road
Beloit, WI 53511

4. Multiple
Delivered: Not Delivered:
clients at
the same
821 E. Holly Road
location
Beloit, WI 53511

Delivered: Not Delivered:







2. Each client at
this address
gets one hot
tray and two
cold sacks



3. Volunteer to check off Delivered or Not Delivered
Driver Instructions - Al Pinnow: 1-story tan ranch w/white trim. House numbers on stone by driveway. Deliver to front
door, knock loud, announce yourself and wait. Hard of hearing.
Driver Instructions - Dorothy Sorensen: 1-story tan w/white trim. House number on stone by driveway. Deliver to front
door. Knock loudly, announce yourself and wait.

Residence directions: •0.37 Total Miles
•Head northeast on S Petunia Ln toward S Marigold Rd - Northeast 0.03 mi
•Bear right onto E Petunia Ln - Northeast 0.22 mi
•Turn left onto S High Crest Rd - North 0.06 mi
•Turn right onto E Holly Rd - East 0.05 mi
•Arrive at E Holly Rd on the left - East 0 mi
Special meal requirements - Al Pinnow: No Baked Beans, No Condiments, please send fruit instead of desserts


No 

Special meal requirements - Dorothy Sorensen:
Condiments, please send fruit instead of desserts
Rein,
Doris
Moore,
Jackie
608-364-4120
608-365-3228
608-346-4641
608-346-1015 (Mobile)


2200Jonquil
Burton Court
Street #104
757
Beloit, WI 53511
Delivered: Not Delivered:









2. Client gets one
hot tray and one
cold sack

#104. Knock,
announce
yourselftoand
wait. door
Speaks
Driver Instructions: Apt
Cream/brown
ranch.
Take walkway
FRONT
(notsoftly.
door by garage).. Ring bell, announce
yourself
& wait.
Call if no
answer.
Residence
directions:
•0.11
Total Very
Mileshard of hearing, may need to call twice. If she can't get screen door open ask her
to
opennorth
garage
•Head
on door.
Dell Dr toward Burton St - North 0.06 mi

6. Client apartment complex with
apartment number in driver's
Residence
directions:
•0.3
Total 0.06
Milesmi
•Turn left onto
Burton St
- West
•Head
on E St
Holly
S High
mi
•Arrive west
at Burton
on Rd
the toward
left - West
0 miCrest Rd - West 0.05 instructions

•Turn
onto S High
CrestApartments
Rd - North 0.16 mi
Major right
Intersections:
Hillcrest
•Road name changes to E Jonquil Ct - Northwest 0.09 mi
Tyler,
2200
#108 0 mi
•ArriveNina
at E Jonquil Ct on
theBurton
right - Street
Northwest
608-313-3059
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Beloit, WI 53511
Delivered: Not Delivered:

7. Black
bar that separating clients



Nelson, Darlene
608-362-1806

 




6111 S. Afton Road
Beloit, WI 53511



Delivered: Not Delivered:



2. Client gets one
cold sack only

Driver Instructions: Look for McFarlane Game Farm sign, house is close by. 1-story tan brick house w/blue birds on
garage door. Deliver to front door, knock, announce yourself and Enter..

Residence directions: •5.39 Total Miles
•Head west on E Jonquil Ct toward S Rose Ct - West 0.08 mi
•Turn left onto S Rose Ct - South 0.09 mi
•Turn right onto E Azalea Terrace - West 0.21 mi
•Turn right onto US-51 / S Riverside Dr - North 1.99 mi
•Turn left onto W B-R Town Line Rd - West 2.55 mi
•Turn right onto S Afton Rd / CR-D - North 0.47 mi
•Arrive at S Afton Rd / CR-D on the right - North 0 mi
Special meal requirements: no desserts but wants lettuce, cole slaw or pork & beans. On blood thinners, please limit dark green

veggies.

Furset,

Clients Clarence
assigned to
608-362-7530
this route on
Clients
assigned
temporary
holdto
this route on
temporary hold
Furset, Betty
608-362-7530

 
2818 S. Riverside
Drive 




Beloit,

WI 53511

 



Delivered: Not1/6/2020
Delivered:


 


1/6/2020




Route Summary







Route
Summary















  

2818 S. Riverside Drive
Beloit, WI 53511

  




Delivered: Not Delivered:



8. Route Summary








Driver Instructions: yellow house w/green trim with driveway that goes down towards the river, house is located 1/2


  
mile past Baldwin Woods on left side (west) of road. Deliver to side door, knock, announce and wait.

Residence directions: •5.15 Total Miles



•Head south on S Afton Rd / CR-D toward W B-R Town Line Rd - South 3.71 mi

•Turn left onto W County Road Q / Newark Rd / CR-Q - East 0.78 mi

•Turn left onto US-51 / S Riverside Dr - North 0.66 mi


•Arrive at US-51 / S Riverside Dr on the left - North 0 mi



RETURN: •3.62 Total Miles


•Head south on US-51 / S Riverside Dr toward E Baldwin Woods Rd - South
3.43 mi
•Turn left onto Public Ave - East 0.19 mi

•Arrive at Public Ave on the right - East 0 mi
Stops: 7
8. Times of first delivery and last












Special meal requirements: Diabetic

7 Meal Delivered:
Stops:
Time First

Time Last Meal Delivered:

Time
First
Meal
Delivered:signature
8.
First
volunteer
Driver's
Signature:

Time Last Meal Delivered:

By signing Signature:
here I am certifying this route is complete.
Driver's
By signing here I am certifying this route is complete.

Supervisor Signature:
Supervisor Signature:

8. Second volunteer signature

<<<<<<>>>>>>
<<<<<<>>>>>>

Revised 1/9/2020
SERVtracker by Accessible Solutions, Inc.
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Volunteer Responsibilities
Beloit Meals on Wheels is blessed to be served by a broad cross-section of our community.
Whether you come to us as an individual, through your church, service club or place of
employment, our requirements and responsibilities remain the same:
±± All volunteer drivers must provide us a copy of a driver’s license and current vehicle insurance,
and complete a volunteer profile form. These documents will be locked in a secure cabinet and
please note that driver’s license or insurance numbers are not added into our computer database.
±± Volunteers are asked to arrive at the meal pick up site at least 10 minutes before delivery
begins to familiarize themselves with the route, any special delivery instructions or any changes
that may have occurred.
±± Volunteers are asked not to leave the meal site early. A 10 minute early departure one day, and a 10
minute delay the next means a 20 minute disparity to our clients. Clients count on our consistency.
±± Observe all “Rules of the Road” when making deliveries.
±± We ask that volunteers carry a cell phone just in case we need to get a hold of you while on the route.
±± Do not park in handicapped or assigned parking areas.
±± Please deliver meals in the order they appear on your route sheet. If you have a concern about
the logistics of a delivery route, or a recommendation for better routing, please contact the
volunteer coordinator.
±± If you do not find the client to be home, please check to be sure you are at the correct address
(it has happened – right address, wrong street, or right apartment number, wrong building.)
Check to see if you are to be delivering to the front door, back door, side door, etc. Call the
client’s phone number. If no answer, please leave a tag indicating your attempted delivery,
and then notify the office as soon as possible of your inability to deliver. The client may have
been detained at a doctor’s appointment, or may have fallen and needs assistance. Your call to
the office will have us checking with emergency contacts regarding the client’s well-being.
±± Every effort will be made to apprise volunteers of road construction or delivery challenges, but
if you run into any situation, please let us know.
±± DO NOT LEAVE A MEAL! Leave a tag explaining you were unable to deliver. Leaving a meal
in the client’s home, on a porch or in a cooler leaves the agency open to a multitude of liability
issues (food temperature and safety issues if the client fails to return to eat the food in a timely
fashion, or liability for missing items from the home, if left open). Clients are specifically asked to
notify us of their absences. Personal delivery is our only assurance of their safety.
±± Offer to open beverage containers, or cut meat if asked by the client.
±± If a client wishes to cancel meals, please ask him/her to communicate with the office directly.
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±± Offer to close and lock the door upon completion of delivery.
±± Please return all equipment to the meal site following delivery. If you would like to stop for lunch,
or run an errand, please notify us in advance so that we do not worry about you unnecessarily.
±± Be sure to sign the volunteer delivery sheet so we have a record of your service. Your volunteer
hours are recorded and should you want a copy of this, please notify the volunteer coordinator.

In Case of Emergency
Problems rarely occur, but it is important to notify the office at 608-362-3683 immediately to report
any of the following:
±± Client is not in the home - If you have entered the home, but client does not appear to be
present, call the client’s name loudly. Explore the home as your own comfort level allows, and
notify the office. We will advise you.
±± Client is ill or injured - Do Not Move the client, even if asked to do so. Call 9-1-1, then our office
to report the situation. Make the client as comfortable as possible and wait for the paramedics
and/or staff.
Note: If two volunteers are making delivery, one should remain with the client while the other
continues delivery. If alone, we will contact clients to make them aware of the delay, and will
dispatch a staff person to assist.
±± Car trouble or an accident - Call the office immediately and help will be dispatched to assist
you and to complete meal delivery.

Safety First
±± We want you to know that your safety is important to us. Be aware of your surroundings at all
time and know where you are going – read the route sheet. Do not venture into any situation
that does not seem safe to you.
±± If you see something, say something. Call the office, or call the Rock County Non-Emergency
Number at 757-2244.
±± Be careful if stepping into tall grass, there may be a hole that can twist your ankle.
±± Do not step in slippery oil or grease which may cause you to slide or fall.
±± Do not enter a yard with an unrestrained dog or set of steps that you cannot safely negotiate.
±± In winter weather, be particularly mindful of safe delivery.
±± Always lock your car.
±± Report unsafe conditions to the Beloit Meals on Wheels office.
±± Report any accidents or injuries you experience while delivering as soon as possible.
Revised 9/13/2017
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Pet Policy
Upon intake, all clients are questioned about the presence of pets. Clients are instructed that pets are
to be away from the delivery site during the delivery process. Volunteers should report non-compliance
with this policy, should it occur. If you feel threatened by the presence of a client’s pet, you are not
required to make delivery. Return the meal to the office, and inform us of the circumstances.

Infection Control
Infections and illness can put everyone at risk. We are serving a frail and vulnerable population, so
we ask that you do your part to not jeopardize their health, or the health of other volunteers and
staff. Infections can be prevented if everyone is committed to doing his/her part to prevent them
from developing and spreading. Standard precautions aim to prevent transmission of germs that
travel in the blood stream and through other bodily fluids and substances. Hand washing is one
of the best ways to prevent spread of infection. Volunteers are welcome to use the facilities at the
office both before and after the delivery process for proper hand washing.
If you are feeling ill, we ask that you not deliver. DO NOT volunteer if you have the following:
Conjunctivitis (pink eye), Group A Strep Infection, Upper Respiratory Infection, T.B., Chicken Pox,
Measles, Mumps, a Draining Lesion, Shingles, or Herpes Simplex.

No Smoking Policy
Volunteers are asked to refrain from smoking while making deliveries, to keep the food smoke-free
and out of respect for our client’s well-being.

Code of Conduct
Your role as a member of our “Special Delivery Team” means you are an essential component of
our delivery process. But we believe we deliver much more than just a meal. For many recipients,
you may be the only person they see all day, all week, perhaps even all month. The social
interaction you offer when delivering is every bit as important as the nutrition provided by our
meals. Your visit also provides a safety check on the client’s well-being whenever you deliver.
With that in mind, you serve as “mobile ambassadors” for our program. We ask that you kindly
follow the Code of Conduct guidelines:
±± Please respect the rights and privacy of our participants.
±± Do not interject or discuss religious beliefs, attitudes or values.
±± Do Not offer medical advice.
±± Political views are personal.
10
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The clients we serve are often frail, lonely and at risk of possible exploitation and/or easily
influenced. It is our responsibility to accept this and not in any way, take advantage of any
information for personal and/or financial gain.

Monetary Compensation
No tips or monetary acknowledgements are to be accepted from any participant for delivery of meals.
(We know on occasion, a client may offer a piece of candy as a thank you, which is acceptable!)
Client questions about their monthly statements should be directed to the office.

Acts of Kindness
Acts of kindness, such as bringing in the mail, reading correspondence, or retrieving eating utensils
from a kitchen are acceptable. If certain directives are necessary, such as opening containers so
that the client can manage the meal, they will be included in delivery instructions. Volunteers are
not to accept gratuities for acts of kindness.
If requests are made by clients for assistance you believe are out of the realm of your abilities or
that you question, please refer to the office, and we will make every effort to connect the client with
a service provider.

Judgments
Volunteers are not to judge living conditions or standards. We encourage your observations,
including but not limited to, changes in appearance, behavior, environment, living conditions and/
or nutritional habits. Any concerns you have should be discussed with Beloit Meals on Wheels staff.
We welcome observations that may impact the health, safety and well-being of our clients.
Beloit Meals on Wheels guarantees certain rights to all our volunteers. These rights are not limited
to, but include, the following:

Volunteer Bill of Rights
±± The right to volunteer regardless of race, financial status, religious affiliation or gender.
±± The right to be carefully interviewed and appropriately assigned to a meaningful placement.
±± The right to expect training and supervision to be able to perform assigned tasks well.
±± The right to be involved in planning and evaluating the program in which you are participating.
±± The right to receive recognition in a way that’s meaningful to you.

Revised 9/13/2017
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±± The right to be regarded as a person – with individuality, uniqueness and value.
±± The right to volunteer under safe conditions, including those in the homes of our participants.
This includes being free of vicious or uncontrollable pets, persons who act inappropriately, or
households that are involved in unlawful activity.

Sarbanes-Oxley Legislation (Whistle Blower Policy)
Beloit Meals on Wheels, Inc., as a matter of overall operations is committed to the highest ethical
and financial standards for non-profit governance and management.
Beloit Meals on Wheels, Inc. Board of Directors and through the Finance Committee shall establish
and implement policy to both encourage and protect persons known or anonymous who may
come forth with complaints regarding accounting and financial matters at Beloit Meals on Wheels,
Inc. These persons will be safeguarded from retaliation for expressing good faith complaints or
concerns about Beloit Meals on Wheels, Inc. operations.
Specific Process
1. Any employee of Beloit Meals on Wheels, Inc. or community member may file a complaint if the
person believes questionable accounting or other financial transactions have occurred.
2. Persons filing a complaint should clearly indicate and offer documentation to the nature of the
complaint.
3. The complaint should be in writing with accompanying documents as appropriate and directed
to the board Treasurer who will convene the Finance Committee to review the material
submitted and will act in a manner to satisfactorily address the complaint and recommend
specific action as appropriate to the Beloit Meals on Wheels, Inc. Board of Directors.
4. The board, after appropriate deliberations have been completed, will act as necessary based
on the findings provided by the Finance Committee and the President will communicate the
Board’s action to all relevant parties in the matter.
Tampering with or Destroying Records
The Beloit Meals on Wheels, Inc. policy: Individuals may not tamper with, corruptly alter, destroy,
mutilate or conceal any document* with the intent to impair the objective’s integrity or availability
for use in an official proceeding is prohibited. The employee or individual who commits such
acts as described above will be subject to disciplinary action, termination of employment and
prosecution under the law as appropriate.
*Document is defined as both paper and electronic data.

Thank You!
Your opinions and suggestions are important to us – please let us know how we are
doing. We continually seek ways to improve our program!
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